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  Invisible presence? Polish in Norwegian 
public spaces     

  Toril Opsahl    1       

   1. Overview  

 Poles are by far the largest group of ‘immigrants’ to Norway represented by more than 
one hundred thousand individuals. Nevertheless, the presence of Polish has been – 
at least until recently – somewhat hard to spot in public spaces. Polish presence in 
Norwegian broadcasting media is limited, and previous studies in educational settings 
have claimed that Polish pupils are overlooked in schools. So far, there are relatively 
few sociolinguistic studies of Poles in Norway. Th is chapter explores and refl ects on the 
presence of Polish in public spaces in an area of the capital Oslo, drawing on parallel 
fi eld observations from three women. To some extent, the data support an impression 
of invisibility. However, Polish presence is observed across several dimensions in public 
space (such as advertising billboards, construction sites and professional settings, e.g. 
in public hospitals). Parts of the observed Polish presence strengthens stereotypical 
images of Poles as one-dimensional (blue-collar) workers and professionals. Still, there 
is little doubt that there exist strong and multifaceted linguistic practices involving 
Polish in Oslo, but these practices seem to exist parallel to, and to a lesser degree 
intertwined with, Norwegian and other languages, in public spaces. Th e dominant 
language ideologies characteristic of Poland and Norway, respectively, raise questions 
of how the concept of national identity intersects with multilingualism, as well as to the 
relationship between cultural and linguistic identity. To the point where one may speak 
of individual multilingualism, it is in many ways protective of distinctive identities 
in this specifi c socio-historical setting. Identities associated with professional life are 
the most prominent traces of Polish in public spaces, alongside a potential consumer 
identity connected to market logic. Th e close connection between language and labour 
may at fi rst glance be seen as a positive sign of empowerment of individuals. Th e 
presence of Polish is ambivalent, however, since the agency of individuals in terms of 
their daily use of language is challenged when the presence of Polish in public domains 
continues to feed and maintain stereotypical images of available identities, depending 
not only on a symbolic value but also on market economy. Methodological insights 
from the present study support the assumption that research on the relationship 
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between multilingualism in public spaces and the empowerment of individuals needs 
to include and recognize individuals as interpretative subjects and agents.  

   2. Poles in Norway  

 According to Statistics Norway (SSB), immigrants from Poland make up the largest 
immigrant group in Norway, with 98,700 persons as per 1 January 2019 (SSB  2019) . 
At this time the total number of immigrants was 765,100, accounting for 14.4 per cent 
of the Norwegian population. Th e percentage is higher in urban areas, and 33.1 per 
cent of the capital Oslo’s entire population have a migrant background. SSB defi nes 
immigrants as ‘persons born abroad of two foreign-born parents and four foreign-
born grandparents’. Norwegian-born to immigrant parents account for 3.4 per cent 
of the population. Among these, we fi nd an additional number of 13,300 persons 
with Polish background. Statistics and the cover term ‘immigrant’ do not tell us much 
about the people hidden behind the fi gures and percentages, but they do tell us that 
at least 112,000 individuals in Norway lead some sort of transnational lives with ties 
to Polish networks and communities. As noted by Obojska ( 2018 ), the recognition of 
interconnectivities across and beyond national boundaries in people’s experiences is 
particularly relevant for Poles, due to their long immigration history, constituting one 
of the twenty largest diasporas in the world (83). 

 Polish immigration history in Norway started as early as the 1830s (Godzimirski 
 2011 ), but the numbers of Poles in Norway were relatively small through the following 
decades. A  small number of Poles ended up in Norway aft er the turmoil following 
the Second World War, but what has been called the ‘fi rst phase’ of modern Polish-
Norwegian migrant history did not take place until the 1980s. Approximately two 
thousand of the political refugees fl eeing the martial law of the Jaruzelski regime ended 
up in Norway. Among them were many prominent intellectuals and artists, today well 
established within Norwegian society (Friberg and Golden  2014 :  12). Th e second 
phase, according to Friberg and Golden, was a response to the economic challenges 
following the end of the communist era and the transition to market economy in the 
1990s. A large group of Poles came to Norway for temporary work based on bilateral 
agreements. Th e Polish work force was especially connected to agriculture, establishing 
a stereotypical conception of Poles as being ‘strawberry-pickers’ supplementing their 
income with seasonal work abroad. Th e migration pattern characteristic of the 1990s 
is largely based on short-term stay and hence circular. Still, Poles made an imprint 
through the establishment both of more or less permanent professional and social 
networks, and of cross-cultural marriages and family reunions, as well as through 
receiving specialist work permits, especially within the healthcare sector (Friberg and 
Golden  2014 : 13). 

 Th e third phase in the immigration history starts on 1 May 2004 with European 
Union (EU) enlargement and the implementation of European Economic Area (EEA) 
rules, resulting in radical changes of conditions for migration patterns between Poland 
and Norway. Over the next ten years, the number of Poles in Norway increased from 
around seven thousand to more than eighty thousand, representing the largest wave 
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of migration to Norway through all times (Friberg and Golden  2014 : 15). Since 2006, 
the growth of Polish labour immigrants to Norway has been accompanied by increased 
family-related immigration, and in 2007, the Poles became the largest immigrant group 
in Norway (Godzimirski  2011 ). Th ere has been a shift  from the 2004-typical ‘lone man 
working in the construction sector sending money back to Poland’ to trends of entire 
families moving and reuniting ten years later, also resulting in a more equal gender 
balance within the Polish immigrant population (Friberg and Golden  2014 : 15). Slåke 
( 2018 ) indicates that we now may be facing a fourth phase in the Polish-Norwegian 
immigration history since net immigration has decreased in the last few years, possibly 
as a response to a weaker Norwegian economy. Poland, on the other hand, has had an 
uninterrupted economic growth for the past 20 years (Slåke  2018 : 15). Nevertheless, 
people from Poland still hold their position as the largest ‘immigrant group’ in Norway. 

 Despite this status, Poles in Norway have received relatively little sociolinguistic 
research attention. Within Norwegian SLA research, a rich tradition has grown for 
the use of written language corpora, also involving texts from Polish participants, 
carving way for Polish-Norwegian research cooperation (Golden and Tenfj ord  2014 ; 
Golden, Jarvis and Tenfj ord  2017 ). Among the existing studies of Polish users of 
Norwegian, many are thus devoted to their written language use and the acquisition 
of specifi c grammatical features such as the Norwegian tense system (Janik  2017 ) and 
spatial prepositions (Szymańska  2017 ). Some studies of spoken use of Norwegian 
and comparative Polish–Norwegian conversational studies exist as well. Horbowicz’s 
studies (e.g. Horbowicz  2010 ) suggest that the Polish speakers of Norwegian fail to 
convey several interactive features by means of adequate structures, which may lead 
to them being perceived as impolite, aggressive or uninterested. Urbanik ( 2017 ,  2020 ) 
shows several discrepancies in the grammatical and pragmatic patterns of requests in 
Norwegian and Polish. Th e notion of conversational politeness, and thus of socially 
acceptable requests, diff ers between the two languages. Research on communication 
among Poles on Norwegian construction sites, such as the pioneering work performed 
by Kraft  ( 2017 ), is of special relevance for this chapter. Kraft  sheds light on how the 
stratifi cation between Norwegian and Polish construction workers relates to the 
language policies, ideologies and practices on the construction sites. Of great relevance 
to this chapter is also Obojska’s equally pioneering work on family language policy in 
Polish families in Oslo, with emphasis on young Poles’ language practices and thoughts 
on language maintenance (Obojska  2017 ,  2018 ; Obojska and Purkarthofer  2018 ). 
Bygdås’s ( 2016 ) unpublished MA thesis on language choice and identity among Polish 
adolescents in Oslo should also be mentioned among the small but growing body of 
sociolinguistic studies on Polish presence in Norway.  

   3. Background, motivation and research questions  

 A notion of under-representation – or even absence – of Poles and Polish in Norwegian 
public space seems to be a recurring theme in existing studies from diff erent fi elds. 
Berezkina’s ( 2018 ) study of virtual Linguistic Landscapes (LLs) examines language 
policy on central state websites in Norway and shows how the offi  cial practice of 
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promoting multilingualism is in decline, also infl uencing Polish presence. Berezkina 
has also performed a traditional LL study of Grønland, one of the most multicultural 
districts of Oslo, showing that the presence of  – especially non-Western  – migrant 
languages is limited and restricted to mostly hand-written, ‘bottom-up’, unoffi  cial 
parts of the LL (Berezkina  2012 ). Among her data, only one example of the use of 
Polish is mentioned (Polish is one of eleven languages on an offi  cial poster from Oslo 
municipality about available Norwegian language classes). In her study of two major 
shopping streets in central Oslo, Stjernholm ( 2013 ) does not mention any Polish 
presence at all. Norwegian and English is dominant in her quantitative analysis, 
alongside some scattered instances of languages such as Italian, French, Spanish, 
Latin and Swedish (Stjernholm  2013 :  81). Stjernholm comments on how ‘the low 
value placed on immigrant languages appears to warrant their exclusion from these 
linguistic markets’ (2013: 83). For Wærdahl ( 2016 ), the notion of invisibility turned 
out to be relevant both as a descriptive and an analytical point in their study of Polish 
children in Norwegian educational contexts. Information concerning language and 
cultural background of the Polish children was oft en missing. Th is made it diffi  cult 
to access the children as a researcher, and ‘they [i.e. the Polish children] seemed to 
be overlooked in school as well’ (Wærdahl  2016 : 95). Th ey fi nd that expectations of 
school and education are seldom articulated, and there are several examples of poor 
communication between schools and families, creating the risk of overlooking the 
social and academic challenges that Polish children face, because cultural diff erences 
and diff erences in pedagogical views are swept under the rug (2016: 102). Slåke ( 2018 ) 
conducted a series of searches in the Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation’s (NRK’s) 
internal databases, revealing that the broadcasts covering Poles and Poland have been 
few compared to the coverage of other nationalities. Slåke assumes further that this 
under-representation in the NRK’s media coverage refl ects public discourse in general. 
Golden and Opsahl ( 2019 ) show how the majority of written media’s representation 
of Poles in Norway is one-dimensional, feeding a stereotypical image of a male work 
migrant oft en involved in shady business. In 2014, a national research campaign 
involved school children from all over Norway in the collection of slang and loan 
words, and while a myriad of languages and cultures were represented, hardly any 
examples from Polish were reported (Bjorvatn  2015 : 45). 

 Over the last decades, the urban space has been an important focus of interest 
among Norwegian sociolinguistic researchers. Th e urban centres were postulated 
as impact sources for the emergence and spread of linguistic innovations leading to 
dialect levelling and regional dialects (e.g. Mæhlum  1998 ; Røyneland  2009 ). Urban 
areas have also received research attention as the locus of the emergence of so-called 
multiethnolectal speech styles (see, for instance, Aarsæther  2010 ; Opsahl  2009 ; 
Svendsen and Røyneland  2008 ). It is worth noticing that Polish is seldom mentioned 
among the languages contributing to a multiethnolectal feature pool in these studies. 
According to Barni and Bagna ( 2015 :  9), the urban contexts represent the most 
interesting and signifi cant sources for examining and interpreting linguistic dynamics. 
A city provides the suffi  cient space for languages to ‘manifest their vitality as well as 
their visibility’ (ibid.). Further, Barni and Bagna point to how big cities with a strong 
multiethnic component may be a place ‘where collective and individual identities are 
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able to express themselves, since spaces that are more open to creativity, change, and 
relations between social and linguistic groups are also more dynamic’ (ibid.). Th e 
notion of ‘invisibility’ present in the literature review above makes it uncertain whether 
the Norwegian capital is a space where collective and/or individual identities are able 
to express themselves through linguistic resources associated with Polish. Moreover, 
the question remains as to what extent one may speak of empowerment for users of 
Polish–Norwegian multilingual repertoires in the Norwegian context. 

 Th e notion of invisibility also resonates well with my own impression during 
unsystematic fi eld observations in Oslo during spring 2018, which triggered a 
curiosity towards the status of Polish presence in Norwegian public spaces. Hence, 
the overarching goal of the present contribution is to shed further sociolinguistic light 
on the largest group of so-called immigrants in Norway, with an emphasis on the 
interplay between the visibility of Polish presence in public spaces, and to what extent 
this specifi c case of multilingualism relates to the empowerment of individuals. What 
makes the encounter between Polish and Norwegian even more interesting, seen from 
a sociolinguistic perspective, are the contradictions regarding linguistic variation and 
diversity, and the prototypical attitudes thereof, in the two communities. 

 Th e research question discussed in this chapter is descriptive, asking in what ways 
Poles and Polish are visible and/or audible in public places in Oslo. During the search 
for possible explanations for the (lack of) Polish presence, questions of the relationship 
between cultural identity and linguistic identity are addressed. Is multilingualism 
protective of distinctive cultural identities or does it erode them? What does it mean 
for the agency of individual citizens in terms of their daily use of language? Last, but not 
least, the chapter discusses the relationship between multilingualism and empowerment 
of individuals. Empowerment may be seen in close relation to employment. Polish 
immigrants to Norway are not automatically included in offi  cial immigration policies 
(creating challenges in extracting data on Polish schoolchildren, as mentioned by 
Wærdahl ( 2016 )). EEA supranational principles regulate Poles’ movement and access 
to Norwegian labour markets, and Polish migrants are not automatically included in 
integration and language programmes (Iglicka, Gmaj and Wierzejski  2016 ). According 
to Iglicka, Gmaj and Wierzejski, ‘their adaptation and migration decisions are therefore 
related heavily to their position at the labour market – their access to jobs and fi nancial 
security’ (2016: 129). Recent initiatives have been made, but until now few in-depth 
studies of the role of language and communication for an inclusive working life and the 
welfare for all citizens in Norway exist (Friberg, Dølvik and Eldrine  2013 : 46; Opsahl 
et al.  2019 ). As pointed to by an anonymous reviewer, there is an important issue at 
stake here in twenty-fi rst-century Europe, with Poles emerging as totemic for lower-
wage manual labour, sometimes scapegoated by nationalist movements. Th e extent to 
which they are empowered, marginalized or visible is of great urgency.  

   4. Th e notion of invisibility  

 Shift ing structures of power and asymmetrical relations render some types of practices 
and repertoires more legitimate, and therefore more visible (Kerfoot and Hyltenstam 
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 2017 : 8). Securing control over defi ning what counts as legitimate language thus become 
an important means for securing access to power (Heller and Duchêne 2012: 5). Th e 
 absence  of languages in cities, shops, schools, offi  ces, moving buses, beaches and cyber 
space – and so on and so forth – is thus important data to be studied, according to 
Shohamy and Gorter ( 2009 : 2), especially in areas which are politically and socially 
contested. Silence is not the same as non-communication (Th urlow and Jaworski 
 2010 ). A growing body of empirical research recognizes notions of absence and silence 
as important aspects of discourse studies (Schröter and Taylor  2018 ). As pointed 
out by Wærdahl ( 2016 ), with reference to Leinonen and Toivanen ( 2014 ), the terms 
‘visible’ and ‘invisible’ have been employed in the study of migrants and minorities 
for almost 50 years, especially among US scholars, oft en in connection with certain 
migrant groups’ ability to ‘melt’ into mainstream society. European scholars have more 
oft en turned to concepts like ethnicity, nationality or culture when making distinctions 
between groups based on their supposed origin (Leinonen and Toivanen  2014 : 161). 
One may easily resist the use of a concept like in/visibility because no human is 
invisible. However, a focus on in/visibility can help analyse ‘how various processes 
of racialization and practices of ‘othering’ come about and manifest themselves in 
Nordic societies’ (ibid.). Moreover, the ‘immigrant’ category traditionally has strong 
connotations to visible diff erences in Norway, with skin colour as a prominent factor 
(Berg  2008 :  216; Guðjónsdóttir  2014 ). Gullestad’s infl uential studies (e.g. Gullestad 
 2002 ) show how the term ‘migrant’ typically invokes images of persons with dark 
skin, oft en of a third-world origin, with values that diff er from those of the Norwegian 
majority. Th is image may have shift ed aft er the 2004 EU enlargement, but still seems to 
be of relevance. Guðjónsdóttir’s ( 2014 ) work on Icelandic migrants in Norway in the 
aft ermath of the 2008 economic crisis shows how the migrants themselves construct 
belonging through racialization: 

  Confronting the racial diversity of Oslo, the participants take a hegemonic position 
and judge who fi ts and who does not. In their narratives, the participants take 
part in constructing Norwegian society as ‘white’ with certain cultural (Christian) 
values and middle-class norms. Th rough these narratives, a space is carved out for 
the inclusion of ‘white’ Icelanders, while ‘non-white’ people are marked as non-
Norwegian and not belonging to Norwegian society. (Guðjónsdóttir  2014 : 180)  

 Th ere seems to exist a hierarchy of national ‘whiteness’ as well, and one of the 
participants in Guðjónsdóttir’s study has met hostility when being misrecognized 
as a Pole [ sic ], while experiencing friendliness when people discover he is Icelandic 
(ibid.). Th e self-constructing practices described by Guðjónsdóttir are also described 
for Polish migrants in Great Britain, who emphasize their skin colour rather than their 
ethnicity as a means to bridge the gap between themselves and the host community. 
‘In contrast to ethnicity, which carries the danger of being associated with Poles from 
the wrong social class, an emphasis on race assumes membership within the dominant 
white English group, which also occupies higher social class positions’ (Eade, 
Drinkwater and Garapich  2007 : 18). Studies like these highlight the complex nature 
and entanglement of concepts like ‘class’ and ‘race’ (Rosa and Flores  2017 ) and how 
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the specifi c socio-historical situations must be taken into account, especially within 
migrant contexts. Leinonen and Toivanen ( 2014 ) emphasize that ‘race’ alone does not 
explain why certain groups are more in/visible than others are. In/visibility can also be 
understood in connection to claiming recognition in society (2014: 164). Th e concept 
‘in/visibility’ has turned out to be useful in a wider, yet more specifi c reference in this 
study, and is henceforth referring to  visibility in public space through language use  (cf. 
Leinonen  2012 ), where multilingualism in itself is partly understood as the presence of 
certain linguistic features associated with diff erent ‘languages’ in public space. 

 Participation in working life and good knowledge of Norwegian are mentioned 
as key principles for inclusion in Norwegian society (Ministry of Culture  2020 : 53). 
One could imagine that the invisibility in public space, as for instance the lack of 
explicit mentioning of nationality in NRK broadcastings, is an indicator of ‘successful 
integration’ (Slåke  2018 ). Previous research shows, however, that the lack of Norwegian 
language competence of Polish immigrants hinders integration in the workplace and 
more generally in society (Friberg  2012 ; Iglicka, Gmaj and Wierzejski  2016 ; Kraft  
 2017 ). Hence, the question of the relationship between multilingualism, visibility in 
public space and empowerment of individuals deserves closer inspection, as we now 
turn to the methodological and empirical parts of the chapter.  

    5. Methodology and data  

 Until quite recently, the concepts of place and belonging have been underdeveloped 
theoretically within sociolinguistic research. A  growing body of both empirical 
and theoretical studies concerning place and space have emerged, based on the 
conceptualization of place as socially constructed (Cornips and de Rooj  2018 :  2). 
Places are invested with sociocultural meaning through language practices (Quist 
 2018 ). Hence, place-making involves ‘the assigning – through interaction – of social 
meaning to (physical) space(s), thereby creating places that are perceived as the 
basis of belonging’ (Cornips and de Rooj  2018 : 8). A research tradition that has been 
concerned with investigating how places are invested with sociocultural meaning 
through language practices is LL research. Critical LL studies involve the recognition 
of linguistic facts as strongly connected to general social facts (Ben-Rafael, Shohamy 
and Barni  2010 :  xiv). Th is chapter is infl uenced by LL research in its ‘extended 
form’ (e.g. Shohamy and Gorter  2009 ). A  recognition of LL as social arenas, and 
the inclusion of  people , both as interpretative subjects and agents, has emerged over 
time (Spolsky  2009 : 31; Barni and Bagna  2015 : 7). Th is study is qualitative in nature 
and recognizes the role of the  interpretative subject  as an essential part in the search 
for deeper understanding of the role of multilingualism in public space. Qualitative 
analyses are conducted ‘to uncover the reasons for the appearance/disappearance of 
a brand or a sign in a given language, or to explain/describe how groups of speakers 
react in the face of restrictive regulations concerning the visibility of some languages in 
a territory’ (Barni and Bagna  2015 : 12). Speakers use language to construct places and 
senses of belonging in their daily practices (Quist  2018 : 264), a point also mentioned 
by Stjernholm ( 2013 ) in her LL study from Oslo. Knowledge of the language practices 
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perceived as legitimate when places are invested with sociocultural meaning is thus 
important for empowering individuals within a given sociohistorical context (cf. 
Kerfoot and Hyltenstam  2017 ). 

 Th e present study recognizes both visual and audible linguistic expressions as 
relevant semiotic resources in the investment of sociocultural meaning to public spaces. 
A (public) place is shaped and infl uenced by both audible and visual expressions, and 
the place itself infl uences these practices. An illustrative example of this connection 
is found in the notes from one of the participants in the study ( Table 5.1 , co-observer 
1, 11.15 am). She reports on how her wearing a name tag on a professional work 
assignment made strangers approach her in Polish, and how they accordingly were 
engaged in longer conversations. Th e visual sign, the name tag connoting ‘Polish-ness’ 
(Edelman  2009 ), generated a space for Polish language practice, adding to the overall 
impression of a multilingual space, or more precisely, a meaningful multilingual place. 
Blommaert and Maly ( 2014 ) include a sign on the back of a van with a Polish license 
plate in their ethnographically oriented LL study, arguing that attention to such non-
permanent, temporary or even accidental signs ‘generates sensitivity to rapid and 
unpredictable social and cultural change’ (2014: 7). Th e presence of non-permanent 
linguistic expressions should be included in a description of space and place-making 
building on the conceptualization of place as socially constructed. Hence, the data 
collection build on a rather wide conception of ‘the patterns of social interaction in 
which people engage in the particular space’ (Blommaert and Maly  2014 : 3). 

 Th e empirical basis of the study is a combination of three periods of fi eld 
observations. Th e fi rst is the author’s observations from regular walks through Oslo’s 
inner city over a four-month period during spring 2018, and an additional period 
during winter/spring 2019. Th e third more systematic fi eld observation took place on 
what will be referred to as the ‘focus-day’, a mid-week working day during spring 2018, 
with no prior or ongoing public holidays, special events or shattering news bulletins, 
neither in Poland nor in Norway. Th is was an attempt to capture ‘just another everyday’. 
To support and adjust my own observations, two women assisted me with their own, 
separate fi eld observations during the same day. Th ey were simply asked to notice, and 
make short notes,  every time they saw or heard Polish  from the moment they entered 
public space in the morning, to the moment they returned to their respective private 
spaces in the aft ernoon. 

 Unlike myself, with only sparse competence in Polish, my co-observers were fl uent 
in both Polish and Norwegian. Th ey were chosen primarily because of their Polish 
language competence. However, an incautious selection of areas for observation 
may lead to biased and misleading results (Spolsky  2009 : 32). In an attempt to yield 
a more holistic observation of a defi ned urban space, the co-observers were chosen 
because their point of view resembled my own in many respects. We were of the same 
age, more or less the same educational level, had similar places of residence in two-
person households and we all shared a workplace (oft en) requiring travelling through 
the similar parts of the inner city. Th e participants were guaranteed full anonymity 
throughout the process, and in accordance with relevant research-ethical guidelines 
(NSD  2018 ), no further identifi able aspects of their participation or contributions are 
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   Table 5.1.       Reported Focus-Day Observations 

 Main observer (author)    Co-observer 1    Co-observer 2   

 8.30 am – overhearing Polish 
conversation between workers 
at local construction site 

 8.40 am – passing Billboard in 
Polish (Mycall advertisement) 

 9.00 am – Polish (sounding) 
names on doorbells near 
tram stop 

 12.00 noon – Overhearing 
colleagues speaking Polish on 
their way back/to lunch 

 1.00 pm – Two Polish language 
posts in Facebook news-feed 
during lunch-break surfi ng 
(Krakow tourism, FIFA World 
cup video)    

 7.30 am – Sitting on tram 
reading a Polish newspaper 
( Gazeta Wyborcza ) 

 8.15 am – Greeting a Polish 
patient at X Hospital 

 9.30 am – Interpreting for 
the patient during surgery 
procedure 

 11.15 am – Because I am 
wearing a name tag, I am 
approached by a stranger in 
the waiting room during lunch 
break, 20 minutes small-talk 
in Polish 

 12.00 noon – Texting a Polish 
friend via Messenger; checking 
Facebook and Instagram, see 
4–6 posts in Polish, click on 
three of them 

 1.00 pm – Interpreting for the 
same Polish patient 

 3.00 pm – Overhearing the two 
women sitting opposite me 
on the bus on my way home 
speaking Polish 

 4.00 pm – A Polish song appears 
in my playlist 

 5.00 pm – Speaking Polish with 
my mother on the phone 

 8.00 pm – Back on 
Facebook: See a sports news 
bulletin in my news feed; click 
on an article on Polish politics; 
clicking ‘like’ on a funny post 
from a girlfriend in Poland.    

 06.30 am – Opening 
Facebook, reading a post 
about a Norwegian band with 
Polish name 

 07.45 am – Work colleague 
jokes and tries to greet me 
in Polish 

 08.30 am – X specialist asks for 
help in performing a medical 
procedure on Polish patient 

 11.35 am – Work colleague 
jokes about my Polish heritage 
(‘there’s our Pole’) when asking 
for practical help 

 4.20 pm – Passing tram number 
X advertising for the fi rm 
Mycall in Polish 

 4.50 pm – Overhearing Polish 
contractors small talking and 
joking while doing roadworks 

 5.30 pm – Watching a fun 
Facebook post related to the 
upcoming FIFA World cup; a 
great moment from 1974 when 
Poland beat Argentina 3–2 in 
their opening match.    
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thus revealed in the following, and third-party information and names are given as ‘X’. 
 Table 5.1  off ers an overview of our reported observations during the focus day.    
 I have chosen to exclude from the present analysis the observations of Polish names 
on doorbells (Main observer), since these oft en represent the border between public 
and private spaces. Even though people’s names may serve as contextualization cues 
and trigger interesting code switches, as was the case in the encounter triggered by the 
name tag described earlier, as well as generate interesting insights into multilingual 
language practices (Edelman  2009 ; Quist  2018 ), the onomastic dimension will remain 
a task for future research. 

 As can be seen from  Table  5.1 , the co-observers have conscientiously provided 
detailed accounts of their answers to ‘whenever you see or hear polish during the day’. 
Hence, the reports also involve observations and participation in language practices 
that can hardly be associated with the public domain, no matter how liberal one’s 
interpretation of ‘public’ is. Reports like ‘at home talking Polish with my mother on 
the phone’ and ‘a Polish song appears in my playlist’ (Co-observer 2, assuming she 
was wearing a headset if listening in public) are excluded from the analysis. At the 
same time, they are an important reminder of how the relationship between visibility 
and vitality is not a one-to-one relationship. Both co-observer 1 and 2 are involved in 
several language practices including Polish during this ‘everyday’ encounter. Th e main 
observer’s strikingly shorter list of observations is not in itself striking, since my Polish 
competence diff ers signifi cantly from the other observers’ competence. Th ere are 
nevertheless similarities and patterns worth noticing across the observations reported 
in  Table 5.1 . Th ese are analysed as falling into four categories, presented further in 
the next section:  the language-skill-based professional site, the construction site, 
the (billboard) campaign site and the virtual LL site. Based on the nature of the data 
collection and previous research, I have reason to believe that at least two additional 
sites are relevant for the presence of Polish in Norwegian public places, that is, the 
religious site and the educational site. Th ese will be touched briefl y upon aft er a closer 
look at the main categories that emerge from the data.  

   6. Analysis  

   6.1 Categories of Polish presence  

   Th e language-skill-based professional site  

 One category emerging from the observations made during the focus-day is the visible 
and audible instances of Polish as a form of linguistic capital – in Bourdieu’s ( 1991 ) 
sense  – in professional settings. My co-observers reported on how their language 
skills in Polish were recognized and included in problem-solving and professional 
development in their respective workplaces (e.g. co-observer 2, 8.30 pm, ‘X specialist 
asks for help in performing a medical procedure on Polish patient’). Contrary to the 
observations and descriptions from blue-collar workplaces (see next section), their 
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Polish language skill is treated as an additional and positive factor on top of and/or 
intertwined with their professional skills. Th e co-observers contribute in translation 
practices as well as the provision of professional networks, and their Polish background 
is in several ways recognized as a welcoming addition to the work community. Th is is 
especially evident in the report from co-observer 1, whose reports on the focus-day 
reveal her part-time profession as an interpreter. Th ese observations support Obojska’s 
( 2018 ) fi ndings, where young girls express a strong belief in that their knowledge 
of Polish will give them better chances on future job markets. In this respect, their 
individual multilingualism empowers them in their potential for professional success. 

 Th ere is ambivalence at play here, though, in that certain language skills are 
recognized in parts of the labour market, while perceived as a drawback in others (Kraft  
 2017 ). Moreover, the valorized language practices invoke a kind of multilingualism 
that relies on an individual’s ability to code shift  between linguistic features associated 
with diff erent national languages (i.e. ‘Polish’ and ‘Norwegian’) in specialized and 
professional settings. Both co-observers report on such practices, and I  include the 
language-skill-based professional site as a relevant category for the presence of Polish 
in Norwegian public spaces.  

   Th e construction site     

 My initial observations leading up to – and following – the focus-day contained several 
instances of Polish presence on construction and renovating sites. Polish was obtained 
through eavesdropping into conversations between workers, but also through the 
observation of visual signs, such as the one presented as  Figure 5.1 . Th e sign reads 
‘Close the gate aft er you’ in Norwegian and Polish, hand-written on a robust piece of 
wood bolted to the fence. Th e Norwegian version is on top, but the languages are of 
similar size and content, right down to the inclusion of a smiley. Th e observations made 
during the focus-day strengthen the impression of a strong tie between construction 
workers and Polish language practices. Two of the participants ( Table  5.1 , main 
observer at 8.30 am and co-observer 2 at 4.50 pm) notice the presence of Polish at two 
diff erent construction sites. I  myself was only able to register the language practice 
as ‘Polish’, whereas my co-observer reported on ‘Polish blue-collar workers throwing 
jokes at each other during work’. 

 Th e Polish immigration group consists of a myriad of professions (Iglicka, Gmaj and 
Wierzejski  2016 ), but since the 2004 EU enlargement, Poles are primarily associated 
with and oft en stereotyped as blue-collar labour migrants (Baba and Dahl-Jørgensen 
 2010 ). Th e stereotype, and to some extent stigmatization, of the Pole as a more or 
less uneducated, hard-working man with strong work ethics and limited language 
competence is also evident in media texts (Golden and Opsahl  2019 ). In the autumn 
2014, the NRK released the television drama series  Kampen for tilværelsen  (Th e struggle 
of existence), portraying the Polish linguist Tomasz Novak in search of his father. 
Novak’s intellectual background is erased at almost every encounter with Norwegians, 
who automatically place him as an unskilled, poor construction worker (who at one 
point is off ered a banana because they presume he is hungry). Th e series ignited a 
public debate, also involving the Polish ambassador to Norway, criticizing the use of 
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outdated stereotypes (Czmur  2014 ). Regardless of critical voices, the construction sites 
still seem to be relevant as a category of Polish presence in Norwegian public spaces 
(Kraft   2017 ), and such a connection is present in my data set as well. 

 According to Friberg ( 2012 : 1919), the vision of Poles as particularly hard-working 
seems to be a widely held notion, and the superior ‘work ethic’ of Polish labour 
migrants is a recurrent theme in Norwegian public debate (ibid.), creating a division 
between ‘Polish jobs and ‘Norwegian jobs’. Consequently, work organizations in 
the construction industry is oft en separated along lines of language and nationality 
(Friberg  2012 :  1926; Kraft   2017 ). Friberg ( 2012 ) shows a pattern where Polish 
construction workers only work alongside other Poles and speak Polish only. Both the 
main observer and co-observer 2 report on Polish language use isolated from other 
languages. Th is pattern, which in fact does not render multilingualism, is ambivalent 
when it comes to the question of empowerment. Friberg ( 2012 ) shows how the capital 
associated with Polish workers’ reputation for being particularly hard-working and 
compliant is available to all Polish workers, irrespective of their individual abilities 
‘Even the feeblest, laziest worker can benefi t from this reputation as long as he appears 
to be Polish’ (2012: 1929). Hence, being Polish is a valuable asset in the Norwegian 

       

  Figure 5.1      Sign at construction site. ‘Close the gate aft er you’ in Norwegian and Polish  
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construction industry, and displaying ‘Polishness’ through monolingual language 
practice may be used strategically to signal their competitiveness on the labour market. 
Where multilingualism involving Norwegian and Polish contributed to empowerment 
in the previous section, monolingual practices seems to be of essence in this case. Th e 
strong, migrant blue-collar-worker stereotype is also indirectly present in the next 
category: the billboard campaign site.  

   Th e billboard campaign site  

 Two of the participating observers point to an advertisement for a telephone company 
during the focus-day. Co-observer 2 mentions an advertisement on the tram, written 
in Polish, and the main observer points to a billboard written in Polish (see  Figure 5.2 ). 
At fi rst sight, the billboard makes little sense for people expecting the languages that 
dominated the same advertising spaces earlier during spring, that is, Norwegian and 
English. Paratexts, logos and pictograms point in the direction of a mobile telephone 
company, however, so the curious passer-by with no competence in Polish may still 
understand at least who the sender is. Th e billboard, reading  Bliżej Polski  (Close(r) 

       

  Figure 5.2      Billboard campaign, ‘Closer to Poland’  
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to Poland), is an advertisement for a mobile telephone company specializing in 
aff ordable and even free calls from Norway to recipients abroad. Th e billboard is part 
of a larger campaign advertising free calls to the EU under the slogan ‘Closer to home’. 
Th roughout the campaign, iconic Norwegian urban landmarks – such as for instance 
the Oslo Opera House or the modern architecture typical of the Oslo harbour area – are 
combined with parallel landmarks and cityscapes from the respective target countries. 

  Th e photograph of the iconic Palace of Culture and Science in Warsaw, originally 
dedicated to Stalin, may invoke Polish associations among observers without Polish 
language skills. For Poles, the building brings immediate connotations to Warsaw 
and Poland. Th e incorporation into the Norwegian cityscape is done both by the 
placement of the billboards themselves in the urban landscape, as well as through 
the aforementioned urban landmarks depicted. What is especially interesting in 
this billboard is that the iconic Norwegian landmark depicted is not in Oslo. Th e 
foreground of the Warsaw palace is in fact  Bryggen  (the Hanseatic dock), a UNESCO 
cultural heritage site in Norway’s second-largest urban centre, Bergen. Th e  Bryggen  
image seems to have been further manipulated through an adjustment of the waterline, 
fl oating seamlessly into the blue frame colour associated with the company’s logo.    

  Mycall , the company behind the billboard, has received attention, as well as a 
‘bridge builder’ award (Haugen  2013 ), for their inclusive company policies towards 
minorities and multilingualism. Th eir company web page off ers three language 
choices: Norwegian, English or Polish, with rich opportunities to communicate with 
customer services in Polish. On their Facebook profi le, the majority of their posts 
seems to be in Polish, although English and Norwegian as well as other languages 
are present. Th eir use of languages other than Norwegian or English, and especially 
Polish, seems to be treated as an unmarked choice in their social media appearance, 
especially on Facebook. Th e same may be said about their placing Polish billboards 
across central Oslo. 

  According to Spolsky ( 2009 ), the mixture of languages in advertisement is a result 
of growing globalization, and a situation where other languages are more likely to 
be understood, ‘and even if not understood, to carry symbolic associations that can 
be exploited by the sign-maker’ (Spolsky  2009 : 36). Th e campaign and the billboard 
represent a clear example of the inclusion of Polish language as a relevant semiotic 
resource for public communication in Oslo. While signalling inclusion, ambivalence 
is also present:  the clear incentives of the opportunity of being ‘closer to Poland’ 
and calling ‘home’ signal exclusion, since ‘home’ logically must be elsewhere. 
Th e tension regarding the status and whereabouts of ‘home’ is reinforced by the 
integration of a Polish national monument in the Norwegian cityscape, and at the 
same time widening the scope from the local place, Oslo, to the national context by 
involving the Norwegian city of Bergen. At one level, the billboard hence illustrates 
(stereotypical) notions of global migrant experiences more than local inclusion of 
multiple language practices. 

 Th e choice by a company with clear commercial interests to single out Poles as a 
target group is interesting. Poles’ market value is recognized, so to speak. Th is speaks 
to the empowerment of individuals, in securing their ability to engage in customized 
commercial business. At the same time, the connotations of calling home emphasize 
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the status of Poles as ‘visitors’, feeding the stereotypical image of the (temporary) 
work migrant. In this light, it is not clear that the symbolic associations carried by 
the billboard is exploited in an attempt of including customers with various language 
backgrounds, as Spolsky ( 2009 ) suggests for advertising in a globalized world. Rather, 
the group size is relevant for targeted advertising. Nevertheless, the data from the 
focus-day as well as other observations point to advertisement as a clear presence 
of Polish in Norwegian public spaces. Th e relationship between the multilingualism 
represented by the billboard campaign site is ambivalent in terms of the question of 
empowerment, however, a point to which we will return in the discussion section.  

   Th e virtual Linguistic Landscape  

  An in-depth analysis of the role of social media, and a broader digital diaspora, goes 
way beyond the limits of this chapter. However, all the observers mention social 
media as examples of the presence of Polish during the focus-day (also when leaving 
aside the reports on private communication via Messenger mentioned earlier). 
Th ey all point to publicly shared Facebook posts, including humorous videos, news 
bulletins and historical sporting events (due to the then upcoming FIFA World Cup). 
Th e importance of including this category as an example of the presence of Polish is 
evident when taking the question of the empowerment of individuals into account. 
Obojska ( 2017 ) shows how digital practices are important for young Polish girls’ 
identity construction and stance-taking, and further how social media can serve as a 
site where the members of diasporic communities and the members of the homeland 
societies come into contact and interact with each other. Th e reports from the two 
co-observers fi t such a description, where Polish is used in phatic communication 
with close relatives and friends. Facebook contains shared news and clips that oft en 
go viral at a speed and in a manner that makes them present in the minds of large 
populations at the same time, sharing the same space for (transnational) language 
practices. Each person accesses a tailored and personal version of Facebook feed and 
adds. Hence, it is not straightforward to categorize this as a public shared experience. 
However, some posts are public and accessible to anyone (even those without an 
account), and these are included as an example of public space. Th e Polish presence 
is manifested also on my own Facebook wall ( Table 5.1 , Main observer 1.00 pm) and 
is hence not restricted to members of the diasporic community. Another example 
of Polish presence in virtual LLs is already touched upon, and that is the language 
choice-options on websites. Langue choice buttons may be considered important 
for empowerment, both in their recognition and visualization of multilingualism 
(Berezkina 2017), and in their creating the opportunity for the individual to engage 
in their language(s) of choice. 

  I have only access to the reported social media interactions, and no documentation 
of the interactions themselves (except for my own, which included a short video 
of a sporting event and a tourism advertising post shared by a Polish friend). One 
observation worth mentioning is how the linguistic practices I observed on Facebook 
seem to be free of any signs of code mixing. Th e use of Polish, English and Norwegian 
are typically kept strictly apart. Th is is a point also made by Obojska ( 2017 ).  
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   Th e missing fi ft h and sixth site  

 A potential site for Polish presence in Norwegian public places is the religious site. An 
indication of the relevance of looking into religious sites is the list of Catholic masses 
held in St. Olav’s cathedral in Oslo’s city centre. Polish is the second-most frequent 
choice of language for the saying of masses during the week, aft er Norwegian and 
before English and Vietnamese. Th e website katolsk.no, the offi  cial portal for Catholics 
in Norway, has an information banner in Polish on its front page (contributing to the 
point made above, of including the virtual LL in the overall picture of the presence of 
Polish). Polish seems to play a fundamental role in the Catholic congregations in Oslo, 
but the observers mention no such practices on the focus-day. 

  As mentioned earlier, the three observers were all members of two-person 
households. Th is is an important point, because none of us was likely to notice Polish 
in schools and/or children’s culture and practices, which may represent a site for 
Polish presence. Th ere exist some reports on the use of parallel language signing in 
public schools (Bygdås  2016 ), but as was mentioned in the introduction, a notion 
of invisibility is mentioned by educational researchers. Th e Norwegian school has 
long been regarded as an important factor in reducing social diff erences through an 
ideology of ‘the unitarity school’ (e.g. Telhaug  1994 ). Norwegian egalitarianism may 
be one possible explanation for the invisibility of the Polish children’s immigrant 
status, Wærdahl ( 2016 ) suggests, pointing to the attempt to focus on similarities 
and create ‘sameness’ as ‘another way of containing diversity and maintaining the 
egalitarian Norwegian self-image’ (104). Based on the existing research (e.g. Bygdås 
 2016 ; Slany and Struzik  2016 ; Wærdahl  2016 ) it is safe to suggest that also the school-
scape contains an element of ambivalence regarding the presence of Polish. Neither 
the reports from the focus-day observations nor the other observations in the data 
set can complement this picture, so this remains as an important task for future 
research.    

   7. Summary of fi ndings  

 Polish is not invisible in Norwegian public spaces. Th e observations have revealed 
that Polish is present both at construction sites and in other professional contexts. An 
advertising campaign in Polish was observed twice during the focus-day. In addition, 
Polish seems to have a strong presence in semi-public language practices on social 
media sites such as Facebook. Relative to the size of the population, the presence 
still must be considered limited. A  year has passed since the focus-day presented 
above. When asking my co-observers today whether they are of the impression that 
things have changed since then, one of them responds as follows (translated from 
Norwegian): ‘Th ere is Polish everywhere: Collective transport, shops (my local bakery 
probably only employs Poles!), at work, and so on and so forth. And right now, as we 
speak, I am watching CNN, listening to President Duda speaking Polish.’ Th e other 
co-observer agrees and points to even more translation assignments, more Polish-
Norwegian romantic couples among her acquaintances, more Polish fi lms in cinemas. 
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She also points to how Polish tourist destinations become increasingly popular, 
creating a stronger link between Norway and Poland. Without going so far as to claim 
that ‘there is Polish everywhere’, I myself have observed several additional examples of 
Polish presence in public space. Th e fi rst restaurant in Oslo serving Polish specialties, 
 U’mamy , has been established. Th e National Th eatre’s production of a play based on 
Wisława Szymborska’s poems was presented with Polish subtitles and framed with 
texts in Polish, both on the theatre’s website and social media sites (Nationaltheatret 
 2018 ). Additional  Mycall -campaigns have regularly appeared during the year, on 
billboards, trams and metro stations, and Polish has appeared  – alongside other 
migrant languages – in a billboard campaign for milk cartons from one of the largest 
dairy producers in Norway. An airport transportation company uses vehicles covered 
with Polish information, and so on and so forth. Some of these instantiations of Polish 
in Norwegian public spaces may have been present during the time of the collection of 
the data presented above and overlooked because of the limitations associated with the 
design of the fi eld observations. At the same time, my co-observers seem to share my 
own feeling of an increased presence of Polish. 

 At least two important points emerge from the cases, where Polish appears as 
especially visible in the data set from the focus-day, and should be brought into the 
discussion, since they both relate to the question of empowerment. Th ese points 
are interrelated and regards the question of multilingualism and the question of 
stereotypes and available identities. Th e ‘Closer to Poland’ billboard campaign and the 
construction sites, add – to some extent – to a stereotypical image of the (blue-collar) 
visiting working migrant more than representing an integral part of the local public 
space. Th e data create an impression of Polish identities existing parallel to, rather 
than integrated into, the Norwegian shared public space. Building on the theoretical 
assumptions presented earlier, one may claim that despite the presence of Polish in 
public spaces, there are few examples of Polish-Norwegian multilingual public  places . 
Th e billboard, although playing with a level of polyphonic presence of other languages 
used in the wider campaign, was solely in Polish. Th e observations of Polish at the 
construction sites on the focus-day were of Polish with no other languages visible 
or audible. Th e observations of the recognition of Polish in professional lives were 
connected to instances of complete code shift s. Hence, Polish language seems to 
exist parallel to, and to a lesser degree close to or intertwined with, Norwegian (and 
other languages) in public spaces. We have also seen traces of ambivalence between 
the presence of Polish in public space and the maintenance of multilingualism, 
which should be discussed further. One of the research questions was whether 
multilingualism is protective of distinctive cultural identities or erodes them. Th is 
seems to be a highly relevant question in the Polish-Norwegian context, where the 
agency of some individual citizens seems to be restricted by strong expectations based 
on stereotypes directly linked to success at the job market.  
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   8. Discussion  

   8.1 Mutually reinforcing ideologies  

 Th e relationship between multilingualism and empowerment of individuals calls for 
an investigation of dominant language ideologies. Whereas Norway oft en has been 
highlighted as a sociolinguistic ‘paradise’ (Røyneland  2009 ), with rich socio-geographic 
variation and great tolerance towards linguistic diversity, Polish dialects are perceived 
almost exclusively negatively, and are associated with low education levels and social 
status (Garbacz  2014 ). Poland is traditionally seen as a country with a strong standard 
ideology, where language practices are directly related to ethnic belonging and national 
identity (Garbacz  2014 ; Obojska  2018 ). Diff erent language policies are arguably 
governing the presence of diff erent languages in the public space (e.g. Blackwood and 
Tufi   2012 ). Quist ( 2018 : 241) points to how it is deeply rooted in European ideology to 
think of speakers and their languages as symbolically linked to cultures and places: ‘It 
is embedded in the ways we speak about language, speakers and places:  People in 
the place named Denmark are called Danes and their language Danish, symbolically 
indicating an internal coherence between them’. However, the connection between 
people, places and languages can easily be deconstructed, she claims, pointing to the 
fact that people are involved in practices involving several national ‘languages’, and that 
‘national languages’ are widely in use outside of the respective nation states. 

 Th e supposed Norwegian openness towards linguistic diversity does not seem 
to include (all forms of) hybrid linguistic practices, or practices associated with 
another ‘nation language’, and resistance against Polish-Norwegian language practices 
is reinforced by dominant Polish ideologies. Th e connection between national 
and linguistic identity seems to be kept very much alive among Poles in Norway. 
Obojska ( 2017 ) portrays how young Polish girls tend to respond negatively to the 
use of Norwegian in Polish in-group settings, for instance online, where the choice 
of Norwegian connotes ‘people lacking pride and respect for their origins and 
essentially lacking in “Polishness” ’ (Obojska  2017 :  36). Young girls plan to transfer 
the Polish language to their future children out of a strong sense of obligation towards 
the mother tongue, responsive to a one nation-one language ideology, and they call 
on Polish national discourses to motivate their current and future language choices 
(Obojska  2018 : 88; Obojska and Purkarthofer  2018 : 259). According to Leinonen and 
Toivanen ( 2014 : 163), the way the Nordic nations imagine themselves relies on ideas 
of cultural, religious and – to a certain extent – linguistic homogeneity. Associations 
between language and identity are rooted in cultural beliefs and values  – that is, 
ideologies  – ‘about the sorts of speakers who (can or should) produce particular 
sorts of language’ (Bucholtz and Hall  2010 : 2). Th e ideological views associated with 
homogeneity are in line with a drift  towards the attempt to focus on similarities and 
create ‘sameness’ to maintain an egalitarian self-image, as suggested for the ‘invisible’ 
status of Polish children in schools (Wærdahl  2016 : 104). Monolingual and to some 
extent purist ideologies are at play in the Norwegian linguistic community (Mæhlum 
 2011 ). Conformity to linguistic practices associated with the community is oft en 
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preferred. Bi-dialectal speakers, for instance, are shown to deliberately fl ee the risk 
of being spotted as dialect speakers in the ‘wrong’ contexts, hence turning to a sort of 
invisibility strategy (van Ommeren 2016). 

 A relatively strict separation of language practices associated with ‘Polish’ and 
‘Norwegian’ (or other languages) is in other words in accordance with ideologies 
present in both societies. Th e strong connection between national and linguistic 
identity may serve as an explanatory factor for the somewhat limited and/or isolated 
character of the cases of Polish presence in the data, creating an image not so much of 
multilingualism as of the use of diff erent languages in diff erent settings. Th ere may of 
course be methodological reasons for the few examples of multilingual presence, but 
the fi ndings resonate well with previous research. In this light, the presence of Polish 
in Norwegian public spaces is creating an impression of a Polish space, alongside a 
Norwegian space, more than that of a multilingual place.  

   8.2 Reinforcing stereotypes  

 We have seen how the presence of Polish in public space feeds the stereotypical 
perception of the Polish blue-collar worker. Despite critical voices such as Czmur 
(2014), a strong stereotype connecting Poles and Polish to the performance of simple, 
manual labour at construction sites is still alive. Th is is most probably also connected 
to a gendered dimension. Most of the young boys in Obojska’s studies ( 2018 ) had 
a history of exclusion or bullying at school, where they reported on being called 
names based on jobs associated with low-skilled ‘immigrant’ labour. A  somewhat 
subtle example of a reinforcement of this stereotype is found in my data as well, in 
the reported observations from co-observer 2. At 11.35 am she reports how a ‘work 
colleague jokes about my Polish heritage when asking for practical help’. Th e impression 
of Poles as being the ones ‘getting things fi xed’ has also been evident in stereotypical 
and/or humorous portrayals in the media for two decades (Golden and Opsahl  2019 ; 
Slåke  2018 ). 

 Some researchers have pointed to patterns where the labour market seems 
unwilling to accept Poles’ entry into other sectors of the labour force (Iglicka, Gmaj and 
Wierzejski  2016 : 129). Moreover, temporary workers are largely selected based on the 
Polish stereotype, and stereotypes become a self-fulfi lling prophecy, where ‘workers act 
in a way that meets employers’ expectations’ (Iglicka, Gmaj and Wierzejski  2016 : 123). 
Turning to the question of empowerment, and as addressed previously with reference 
to Friberg ( 2012 ), the situation remains ambivalent since Poles (are forced to) exploit 
the stereotypes in order to succeed in the labour market. As pointed to by Kraft  ( 2017 ), 
these strategical moves only succeed to a certain point. Th ere are jobs and tasks only 
available for the Norwegian-speaking part of the work force. Following Kraft  ( 2017 ) 
we may say that it is language skills rather than professional skills that determine 
opportunities for the workers with Polish background. Th e process of acquiring specifi c 
multilingual linguistic skills may represent an asset for workers, as seemed to be the 
case for the co-observers providing data to the present study. Multilingualism also 
creates a restriction on professional opportunities for those who choose not to or are 
unable to engage in certain kinds of multilingual practices. Hence, some professional 
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arenas, such as construction sites, in as far as they are observable for the public when 
travelling through the city, is an arena used to delegitimize specifi c (linguistic) groups. 
In this light, it is not surprising that some Polish migrants fi nd it important to separate 
themselves from the Polish group identity, even when such practices may involve 
discursive hostility towards co-ethnics (Eade, Drinkwater and Garapich  2007 :  16). 
Th is may be an additional explanatory factor as to the limited cases of Polish presence. 
Existing heterogeneity  – as well as existing language diff erentiation  – undergoes 
semiotic processes of erasure (Irvine and Gal  2000 ) causing one-dimensional 
prototypical identities, which in turn may render communicative challenges for the 
maintenance of multilingualism. Th is, in turn, could have a negative eff ect on other 
kinds of professions, where individual multilingualism is considered an asset. While 
the use of Polish adds to the impression of some degree of multilingualism in public 
space, which empowers individuals through their inclusion into the job market 
and to their fi nancial security, there is a tension at play towards the maintenance 
of multilingualism. Not all forms of visibility are necessarily desirable, and certain 
languages can be reduced by being visible in less empowering ways. Th e opportunity 
or space available for negotiating contesting identities and create meaningful places 
of belonging seems narrow. Obojska ( 2018 ) suggests that stereotypes may aff ect the 
relationship of young Polish transnationals towards the heritage language and, ‘in the 
long run, also infl uence the maintenance of Polish in diasporic communities’ (Obojska 
 2018 : 82).  

   8.3 Market forces prevail  

 Berezkina (2012) and Stjernholm ( 2013 ) point to customization and market logic as a 
reason for the under-representation of languages other than Norwegian and English in 
the urban LL of inner Oslo. Turning this around, the Polish presence – as demonstrated 
through the data – can be seen as an expression of language economy and potential 
profi t (Cenoz and Gorter 2009; Duchêne and Heller  2012 ). Th e relative size and 
presence of Poles in Norway make them a suitable target for the construction of a niche 
market, which must be reached in certain languages and certain communicative styles 
(Heller and Duchêne  2012 : 11). Polish is not necessarily acting as a source of symbolic 
added value, but literally as marketing authenticity opposite a Polish consumer 
identity. Th is was suggested for the billboard campaign site above, as an expression of 
clear commercial interests. Poles are singled out as a target group with a recognizable 
market value. Th e clearest examples of Polish presence in Norwegian public spaces are 
cases where – to borrow Heller and Duchêne’s (2012) dichotomy – ‘profi t’ rather than 
‘pride’ is at stake. Th e visibility of Polish seems to depend on the language’s market 
value. Th is value and commodity of the Polish language are to be understood not only 
symbolically but also economically. 

 Th e large group of people with Polish language competence make up a potential 
group of consumers and a niche market – for instance, for telephone companies and 
participants in institutional encounters, such as medical procedures in state hospitals, as 
illustrated in the focus-day data. Th e close relationship between Polish and renovation 
and construction sites can also be understood in light of an economic logic, since 
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the strong stereotype maintains an expectation of ‘getting the job done’, that is, in an 
economically profi table way. Herein lays again an ambivalence of Polish presence. One 
may ask whether such stereotypes are typical for Polish migrants per se or whether it 
applies to groups of labourers from other countries. Friberg ( 2012 : 1929) refers to the 
fact that many of his Polish respondents were aware that they were competing with 
other groups of workers in the Norwegian labour market: ‘In order to maintain their 
position, they were dependent on their reputation, as Poles, for having a particularly 
strong work ethos’ (ibid.). Still, it is not impossible that a slow yet evolving recognition 
of other qualifi cations is a factor, and that we may be facing a more multifaceted image 
of Poles in Norway in the near future. Examples of resistance towards the strong 
stereotype from professionals who have carved out alternative Polish-Norwegian 
identities exist. I witnessed one case of anecdotal evidence of this a few weeks ago. 
A colleague with Polish background shared a picture on Facebook, of a sign in Oslo, 
providing information for customers in Norwegian, English and Polish, side by side, in 
equally sized and shaped letters. His comment made it clear that this type of language 
practice in Norwegian public space was not something he embraced, as he read the 
inclusion of Polish as a signal of lover expectancy of linguistic competence among 
Poles. Th e presence of Polish was interpreted as a case of marginalization more than 
of empowerment. Th is case also points to how questions of empowerment can only 
be answered satisfactorily by including the individual, as interpretative subjects and 
agents, in the investigation of how public spaces transform into multilingual public 
places.   

   9. Concluding remarks  

 Th e multilingualism observed in this study, as well as in the previous research reviewed 
throughout the chapter, is in many ways protective of distinctive identities. Identities 
associated with the stereotypical professional lives of citizens with Polish backgrounds, 
and their role as consumers in global as well as local markets, are the most prominent 
traces of Polish in public spaces. Th e close connection between language and labour 
may at fi rst glance be seen as a positive sign of empowerment of individuals. On 
the other hand, the agency of individuals in terms of their daily use of language is 
challenged when the presence of Polish in professional domains continue to feed 
and maintain stereotypical images of ‘available’ identities, depending not only on a 
symbolic value, but also on market economy. 

 Th e examples of Polish presence presented in this study add to an overall impression 
of Poles and Polish being a relevant market for economic exchange. Th e presence of 
Polish equals potential economic profi t. At the same time, the increased amount of 
cultural expressions and encounters, such as the theatrical and gastronomical sites, 
and the reports of sporting, literary and musical expressions, point to a stronger sense 
also of ‘pride’ in addition to mere ‘profi t’ (cf. Heller and Duchêne  2012 ). An increased 
symbolic added value to the presence of Polish may be underway. Space and places 
are in a way full-fl edged ‘speakers’ in their own right (Gorter, Marten and Van Mensel 
2011), and there is a good chance that public spaces in Norway continue to speak Polish 
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in the future. A stronger presence of Polish in public spaces may potentially tear down 
some hindrances for the negotiation of alternative Polish-Norwegian identities. Th is, 
however, involves a risk of a stronger entanglement with Norwegian and a violation 
of dominant national language ideologies, seen from both a Norwegian and Polish 
perspective. Th e separation of language practices associated with ‘Norwegian’ and 
‘Polish’ may seem necessary for maintaining social cohesion and the maintenance of 
dominant language ideologies. Seen from an individual’s perspective, strong language 
ideologies of the one-nation-one-language kind may complicate opportunities for social 
mobility and well-being. Hence, the presence of Polish in Norwegian public space – in 
both visible, oft en domain-specifi c forms and more invisible forms – continue to raise 
important questions of integration and the empowerment of individuals.  

  Note 

      1   .   Th is work was partly supported by the Research Council of Norway through its 
Centres of Excellence funding scheme, project number 223265 and 302219. I wish 
to thank Luk Van Mensel, the reviewers and editors for invaluable input, and I am 
grateful to my co-observers, and to Anne Golden, Pawel K. Urbanik and my other 
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